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Abstract
Animal models of Parkinson’s disease (PD) can be broadly divided into two categories: genetic and
neurotoxic models. One strength of the genetic models is that they mimic gene defects found to occur
in the human disease. Yet, most genetic models do not display a sufficient degree of dopaminergic
neurodegeneration, nor disease-relevant phenotypes. By contrast, animal models obtained using
catecholamine-selective neurotoxins (6-OHDA or MPTP) mimic clinical PD with regard to both pattern
and extent of dopaminergic degeneration. Accordingly, these models display PD-relevant motor
features, although they do not reproduce some important aspects of PD pathology, such as, the
formation of intracellular protein aggregates rich in misfolded alpha-synuclein (‘Lewy bodies’). Lewy
body-like aggregates can nevertheless be induced in relevant brain regions through inoculation of
synthetic preformed fibrils of alpha-synuclein. In conclusion, although none of the current animal
models displays all features of PD, investigators today have the possibility to choose among many
excellent models that are suitable to investigate specific pathogenic pathways. Animal models have
an essential role in PD research because they allow for testing scientific hypotheses and evaluating
potential new treatments in ways that cannot be achieved using cell-based models.
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